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In just the past week, the national-security states of the United States and United Kingdom have
discreetly let it be known that the cyber tools and online tactics previously designed for use in the post-
9/11 “war on terror” are now being repurposed for use against information sources promoting “vaccine
hesitancy” and information related to Covid-19 that runs counter to their state narratives. 

A new cyber offensive was launched on Monday by the UK’s signal intelligence agency, Government
Communications Headquarters (GCHQ), which seeks to target websites that publish content deemed to be
“propaganda” that raises concerns regarding state-sponsored Covid-19 vaccine development and the
multi-national pharmaceutical corporations involved. 

US – UK Intel Agencies Declare Cyber War on
Independent Media
British and American state intelligence agencies are “weaponizing truth” to quash vaccine hesitancy as both
nations prepare for mass inoculations, in a recently announced “cyber war” to be commanded by AI-
powered arbiters of truth against information sources that challenge official narratives.
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Similar efforts are underway in the United States, with the US military recently funding a CIA-backed
firm—stuffed with former counterterrorism officials who were behind the occupation of Iraq and the rise
of the so-called Islamic State—to develop an AI algorithm aimed specifically at new websites promoting
“suspected” disinformation related to the Covid-19 crisis and the US military–led Covid-19 vaccination
effort known as Operation Warp Speed.

Both countries are preparing to silence independent journalists who raise legitimate concerns over
pharmaceutical industry corruption or the extreme secrecy surrounding state-sponsored Covid-19
vaccination efforts, now that Pfizer’s vaccine candidate is slated to be approved by the US Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) by month’s end. 

Pfizer’s history of being fined billions for illegal marketing and for bribing government officials to help
them cover up an illegal drug trial that killed eleven children (among other crimes) has gone unmentioned
by most mass media outlets, which instead have celebrated the apparently imminent approval of the
company’s Covid-19 vaccine without questioning the company’s history or that the mRNA technology
used in the vaccine has sped through normal safety trial protocols and has never been approved for human
use. Also unmentioned is that the head of the FDA’s Center for Drug Evaluation and Research, Patrizia
Cavazzoni, is the former Pfizer vice president for product safety who covered up the connection of one of
its products to birth defects.

Pedestrians walk past Pfizer world headquarters in New York on Monday Nov. 9, 2020. Pfizer says an
early peek at its vaccine data suggests the shots may be 90% effective at preventing COVID-19, but it

doesn’t mean a vaccine is imminent. (AP Photo/Bebeto Matthews)
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Essentially, the power of the state is being wielded like never before to police online speech and to
deplatform news websites to protect the interests of powerful corporations like Pfizer and other scandal-
ridden pharmaceutical giants as well as the interests of the US and UK national-security states, which
themselves are intimately involved in the Covid-19 vaccination endeavor. 

UK Intelligence’s New Cyberwar
Targeting “Anti-Vaccine Propaganda”
On Monday, the UK newspaper The Times reported that the UK’s GCHQ “has begun an offensive cyber-
operation to disrupt anti-vaccine propaganda being spread by hostile states” and “is using a toolkit
developed to tackle disinformation and recruitment material peddled by Islamic State” to do so. In
addition, the UK government has ordered the British military’s 77th Brigade, which specializes in
“information warfare,” to launch an online campaign to counter “deceptive narratives” about Covid-19
vaccine candidates.

The newly announced GCHQ “cyber war” will not only take down “anti-vaccine propaganda” but will
also seek to “disrupt the operations of the cyberactors responsible for it, including encrypting their data so
they cannot access it and blocking their communications with each other.”  The effort will also involve
GCHQ reaching out to other countries in the “Five Eyes” alliance (US, Australia, New Zealand and
Canada) to alert their partner agencies in those countries to target such “propaganda” sites hosted within
their borders.

The Times stated that “the government regards tackling false information about inoculation as a rising
priority as the prospect of a reliable vaccine against the coronavirus draws closer,” suggesting that efforts
will continue to ramp up as a vaccine candidate gets closer to approval.

It seems that, from the perspective of the UK national-security state, those who question corruption in the
pharmaceutical industry and its possible impact on the leading experimental Covid-19 vaccine candidates
(all of which use experimental vaccine technologies that have never before been approved for human use)
should be targeted with tools originally designed to combat terrorist propaganda. 

While The Times asserted that the effort would target content “that originated only from state adversaries”
and would not target the sites of “ordinary citizens,” the newspaper suggested that the effort would rely
on the US government for determining whether or not a site is part of a “foreign disinformation”
operation. 

This is highly troubling given that the US recently seized the domains of many sites, including
the American Herald Tribune, which it erroneously labeled as “Iranian propaganda,” despite its editor in
chief, Anthony Hall, being based in Canada. The US government made this claim about the American
Herald Tribune after the cybersecurity firm FireEye, a US government contractor, stated that it had
“moderate confidence” that the site had been “founded in Iran.” 
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In addition, the fact that GCHQ has alleged that most of the sites it plans to target are “linked to Moscow”
gives further cause for concern given that the UK government was caught funding the Institute for
Statecraft’s Integrity Initiative, which falsely labeled critics of the UK government’s actions as well as its
narratives with respect to the Syria conflict as being related to “Russian disinformation” campaigns.

Given this precedent, it is certainly plausible that GCHQ could take the word of either an allied
government, a government contractor, or perhaps even an allied media organization such as
Bellingcat or the Atlantic Council’s DFRLab that a given site is “foreign propaganda” in order to launch a
cyber offensive against it. Such concerns are only amplified when one of the main government sources
for The Times article bluntly stated that “GCHQ has been told to take out antivaxers [sic] online and on
social media. There are ways they have used to monitor and disrupt terrorist propaganda,” which suggests
that the targets of GCHQ’s new cyber war will, in fact, be determined by the content itself rather than
their suspected “foreign” origin. The “foreign” aspect instead appears to be a means of evading the
prohibition in GCHQ’s operational mandate on targeting the speech or websites of ordinary citizens.

This larger pivot toward treating alleged “anti-vaxxers” as “national security threats” has been ongoing
for much of this year, spearheaded in part by Imran Ahmed, the CEO of the UK-based Center for
Countering Digital Hate, a member of the UK government’s Steering Committee on Countering
Extremism Pilot Task Force, which is part of the UK government’s Commission for Countering
Extremism. 

Ahmed told the UK newspaper The Independent in July that “I would go beyond calling anti-vaxxers
conspiracy theorists to say they are an extremist group that pose a national security risk.” He then stated
that “once someone has been exposed to one type of conspiracy it’s easy to lead them down a path where
they embrace more radical world views that can lead to violent extremism,” thereby implying that “anti-
vaxxers” might engage in acts of violent extremism. Among the websites cited by Ahmed’s
organization as promoting such “extremism” that poses a “national security risk” were Children’s Health
Defense, the National Vaccine Information Center, Informed Consent Action Network, and Mercola.com,
among others.

Similarly, a think tank tied to US intelligence—whose GCHQ equivalent, the National Security Agency,
will take part in the newly announced “cyber war”—argued in a research paper published just months
before the onset of the Covid-19 crisis that “the US ‘anti-vaxxer’ movement would pose a threat to
national security in the event of a ‘pandemic with a novel organism.’”

InfraGard, “a partnership between the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and members of the private
sector,” warned in the paper published last June that “the US anti-vaccine movement would also be
connected with ‘social media misinformation and propaganda campaigns’ orchestrated by the Russian
government,” as cited by The Guardian. The InfraGard paper further claimed that prominent “anti-
vaxxers” are aligned “with other conspiracy movements including the far right . . . and social media
misinformation and propaganda campaigns by many foreign and domestic actors. Included among these
actors is the Internet Research Agency, the Russian government–aligned organization.”

An article published just last month by the Washington Post argued that “vaccine hesitancy is mixing with
coronavirus denial and merging with far-right American conspiracy theories, including Qanon,” which
the FBI named a potential domestic terror threat last year. The article quoted Peter Hotez, dean of the
School of Tropical Medicine at Baylor College of Medicine in Houston, as saying “The US anti-
vaccination movement is globalizing and it’s going toward more-extremist tendencies.”
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Simone Warstat of Louisville, Colo., waves a placard during a rally against a legislative bill to make it
more difficult for parents to opt out for non-medical reasons to immunize their children Sunday, June 7,

2020, in Denver. 

It is worth pointing out that many so-called “anti-vaxxers” are actually critics of the pharmaceutical
industry and are not necessarily opposed to vaccines in and of themselves, making the labels “anti-
vaxxer” and “anti-vaccine” misleading. Given that many pharmaceutical giants involved in making
Covid-19 vaccines donate heavily to politiciansin both countries and have been involved in numerous
safety scandals, using state intelligence agencies to wage cyber war against sites that investigate such
concerns is not only troubling for the future of journalism but it suggests that the UK is taking a
dangerous leap toward becoming a country that uses its state powers to treat the enemies of corporations
as enemies of the state.

The CIA-Backed Firm “Weaponizing
Truth” with AI
In early October, the US Air Force and US Special Operations Command announced that they had
awarded a multimillion-dollar contract to the US-based “machine intelligence” company Primer. Per the
press release, “Primer will develop the first-ever machine learning platform to automatically identify and
assess suspected disinformation [emphasis added]. Primer will also enhance its natural language
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processing platform to automatically analyze tactical events to provide commanders with unprecedented
insight as events unfold in near real-time.”

According to Primer, the company “builds software machines that read and write in English, Russian, and
Chinese to automatically unearth trends and patterns across large volumes of data,” and their work
“supports the mission of the intelligence community and broader DOD by automating reading and
research tasks to enhance the speed and quality of decision-making.” In other words, Primer is developing
an algorithm that would allow the national-security state to outsource many military and intelligence
analyst positions to AI. In fact, the company openly admits this, stating that their current effort “will
automate the work typically done by dozens of analysts in a security operations center to ingest all of the
data relevant to an event as it happens and funnel it into a unified user interface.”

Primer’s ultimate goal is to use their AI to entirely automate the shaping of public perceptions and
become the arbiter of “truth,” as defined by the state. Primer’s founder, Sean Gourley, who previously
created AI programs for the military to track “insurgency” in post-invasion Iraq, asserted in an April blog
post that “computational warfare and disinformation campaigns will, in 2020, become a more serious
threat than physical war, and we will have to rethink the weapons we deploy to fight them.” 

In that same post, Gourley argued for the creation of a “Manhattan Project for truth” that would create a
publicly available Wikipedia-style database built off of “knowledge bases [that] already exist inside many
countries’ intelligence agencies for national security purposes.” Gourley then wrote that “this effort
would be ultimately about building and enhancing our collective intelligence and establishing a baseline
for what’s true or not” as established by intelligence agencies. He concludes his blog post by stating that
“in 2020, we will begin to weaponize truth.”

Notably, on November 9, the same day that GCHQ announced its plans to target “anti-vaccine
propaganda,” the US website NextGov reported that Primer’s Pentagon-funded effort had turned its
attention specifically to “Covid-19 related disinformation.” According to Primer’s director of science,
John Bohannon, “Primer will be integrating bot detection, synthetic text detection and unstructured
textual claims analysis capabilities into our existing artificial intelligence platform currently in use with
DOD. . . . This will create the first unified mission-ready platform to effectively counter Covid-19-related
disinformation in near-real time.”

Bohannon, who previously worked as a mainstream journalist embedded with NATO forces in
Afghanistan, also told NextGov that Primer’s new Covid-19–focused effort “automatically classifies
documents into one of 10 categories to enable the detection of the impact of COVID” on areas such as
“business, science and technology, employment, the global economy, and elections.” The final product is
expected to be delivered to the Pentagon in the second quarter of next year.

Though a so-called private company, Primer is deeply linked to the national-security state it is designed to
protect by “weaponizing truth.” Primer proudly promotes itself as having more than 15 percent of its staff
hailing from the US intelligence community or military. The director of the company’s National Security
Group is Brian Raymond, a former CIA intelligence officer who served as the Director for Iraq on the US
National Security Council after leaving the agency. 

The company also recently added several prominent national-security officials to its board including:
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Gen. Raymond Thomas (ret.), who led the command of all US and NATO Special Operations
Forces in Afghanistan and is the former commander of both US Special Operations Command and
Joint Special Operations Command (JSOC).
Lt. Gen. VeraLinn Jamieson (ret.), the former deputy chief of staff for Air Force Intelligence,
Surveillance and Reconnaissance who led the Air Force’s intelligence and cyber forces. She also
personally developed “strategic partnerships” between the Air Force and Microsoft, Amazon,
Google, and IBM in order “to accelerate the Air Force’s digital transformation.”
Brett McGurk, one of the “chief architects” of the Iraq War “surge,” alongside the notorious Kagan
family, as NSC Director for Iraq, and then as special assistant to the president and senior Director
for Iraq and Afghanistan during the Bush administration. Under Obama and during part of the
Trump administration, McGurk was the special presidential envoy for the Global Coalition to
Defeat ISIS at the State Department, helping to manage the “dirty war” waged by the US, the UK,
and other allies against Syria.

In addition to those recent board hires, Primer brought on Sue Gordon, the former principal deputy
director of National Intelligence, as a strategic adviser. Gordon previously “drove partnerships within the
US Intelligence Community and provided advice to the National Security Council in her role as deputy
director of national intelligence” and had a twenty-seven-year career at the CIA. The deep links are
unsurprising, given that Primer is financially backed by the CIA’s venture-capital arm In-Q-Tel and the
venture-capital arm of billionaire Mike Bloomberg, Bloomberg Beta.

Operation Warp Speed’s Disinformation
Blitzkrieg   
The rapid increase in interest by the US and UK national-security states toward Covid-19
“disinformation,” particularly as it relates to upcoming Covid-19 vaccination campaigns, is intimately
related to the media-engagement strategy of the US government’s Operation Warp Speed. 

Officially a “public-private partnership,” Operation Warp Speed, which has the goal of vaccinating 300
million Americans by next January, is dominated by the US military and also involves several US
intelligence agencies, including the National Security Agency (NSA) and the Department of Homeland
Security (DHS), as well as intelligence-linked tech giants Google, Oracle, and Palantir. Several
reports published in The Last American Vagabondby this author and journalist Derrick Broze have
revealed the extreme secrecy of the operation, its numerous conflicts of interest, and its deep ties to
Silicon Valley and Orwellian technocratic initiatives. 

Warp Speed’s official guidance discusses at length its phased plan for engaging the public and addressing
issues of “vaccine hesitancy.” According to the Warp Speed document entitled “From the Factory to the
Frontlines,” “strategic communications and public messaging are critical to ensure maximum acceptance
of vaccines, requiring a saturation of messaging across the national media.” It also states that “working
with established partners—especially those that are trusted sources for target audiences—is critical to
advancing public understanding of, access to, and acceptance of eventual vaccines” and that “identifying
the right messages to promote vaccine confidence, countering misinformation, and targeting outreach to
vulnerable and at-risk populations will be necessary to achieve high coverage.”
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The document also notes that Warp Speed will employ the CDC’s three-pronged strategic framework for
its communications effort. The third pillar of that strategy is entitled “Stop Myths” and has as a main
focus “establish[ing] partnerships to contain the spread of misinformation” as well as “work[ing] with
local partners and trusted messengers to improve confidence in vaccines.”

Though that particular Warp Speed document is short on specifics, the CDC’s Covid-19 Vaccination
Program Interim Playbook contains additional information. It states that Operation Warp Speed will
“engage and use a wide range of partners, collaborations, and communication and news media channels
to achieve communication goals, understanding that channel preferences and credible sources vary among
audiences and people at higher risk for severe illness and critical populations, and channels vary in their
capacity to achieve different communication objectives.” It states that it will focus its efforts in this regard
on “traditional media channels” (print, radio, and TV) as well as “digital media” (internet, social media,
and text messaging). 

The CDC document further reveals that the “public messaging” campaign to “promote vaccine uptake”
and address “vaccine hesitancy” is divided into four phases and adds that the overall communication
strategy of Warp Speed “should be timely and applicable for the current phase of the Covid-19
Vaccination program.” 

Those phases are:

Before a vaccine is available
The vaccine is available in limited supply for certain populations of early focus
The vaccine is increasingly available for other critical populations and the general public
The vaccine is widely available

Given that the Covid-19 vaccine candidate produced by Pfizer is expected to be approved by the end of
November, it appears that the US national-security state, which is essentially running Operation Warp
Speed, along with “trusted messengers” in mass media, is preparing to enter the second phase of its
communications strategy, one in which news organizations and journalists who raise legitimate concerns
about Warp Speed will be de-platformed to make way for the “required” saturation of pro-vaccine
messaging across the English-speaking media landscape.
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Bb says:
November 12, 2020 at 12:25 am

Whitney, amazing work as always. Keep up the fantastic work. Praying for your safety.
Reply

Gary Williams Long says:
November 12, 2020 at 2:14 am

Another outstanding writing, Whitney. I don’t know where you find the time and energy, but I’m
really happy that you do.
Reply

Dunno says:
November 12, 2020 at 3:05 pm

Thank you for all your work. Trying to think of ways to keep hearing and speaking truth when this
all kicks into completion…
Reply

Tim S says:
November 12, 2020 at 5:48 pm

I’m wondering how many different words or terms will be used to identify “covid”. It would seem it
would be easier just to hold the guy down and shoot him up with their potion. But not at first, once they get
surveillance then it will be mandatory injections with surveillance. Sad times ahead for the USA.
Reply

MadMagyar says:
November 29, 2020 at 7:26 pm

TEAMwork.
Reply

rangstaman says:
November 12, 2020 at 6:01 pm
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Bravo Whitney for your ever in-depth research that serves to keep us abreast of the scale and degree
of the nefarious plots and practices of the Beelzebubian Behemoth .
Guidance & Protection .
Reply

DC says:
November 12, 2020 at 7:15 pm

Fuck is all I can say. People should share these articles through encrypted messaging apps like
Signal as well as social media (while they still can).
Reply

Logan says:
November 12, 2020 at 7:34 pm

Amazing work! I’ll be spreading this horrible but must-know message around.
Reply

Matteo says:
November 12, 2020 at 10:17 pm

Whitney, you are a hero and I love you.
Reply

D Taylor says:
November 13, 2020 at 12:03 pm

i Love you Whitney Webb!!
Thorough researching ALWAYS!!

Reply

David Brown says:
November 14, 2020 at 2:19 pm

Great article. Thank you for sharing. Lot of good data here. Pinterest deleted many years of my
research into vaccines a few years ago without notice. This will only get worse. All these ‘globalist’ efforts–
including vaccines– seem coordinated by the same characters using similar techniques with similar roots. The
noose is tightening around all our necks.
Reply

Brian James says:
November 14, 2020 at 4:37 pm

“The control of information is something the elite always do, particularly in a despotic form of
government. Information, knowledge, is power. If you can control information, you can control people.” Tom
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Clancy
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Kathy Radforrd says:
November 16, 2020 at 4:22 am

If we can only get our side out we have a chance to overpower the elite few, there is power in
numbers. We must act now before it is too late or we are doomed to communism. Lets all stand up and fight
for our constitution and for FREE SPEECH!!!
Reply

Brian James says:
December 6, 2020 at 8:25 pm

Right on Mrs. Radforrd!
Reply

Jeff Carmack says:
November 15, 2020 at 5:52 am

Jon Rappoport explains very well how this latest Pfizer poison is not what it is purported to be.
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2020/11/13/how-theyll-fake-the-success-of-the-covid-vaccine/
Reply

Elizabeth Schneider says:
November 17, 2020 at 8:37 am

Anthony Patch is another one who does a great job of explaining what these ‘vaccines’ really
are!
Reply

Arius Armenian says:
November 15, 2020 at 10:43 pm

I very much admire your reporting. You seem to have boundless energy.
Reply

Sandy Lunoe says:
November 16, 2020 at 2:23 pm

Enough is enough.
Reply

Wayne Hill says:
November 16, 2020 at 4:48 pm
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Greetings Ms Webb!
You certainly do write with an extraordinary amount of candor. I have immediately become a fan of yours and I
do admire your courage and writing skills. Also, I am sure you are an extraordinary researcher as well.

Anyway, I do hope you have a very nice remaining day! And, I will be sure to send this to my friends and
family. Adios for now.

Very Respectfully yours,
Wayne Hill
Reply

alex coulter says:
November 16, 2020 at 7:06 pm

You’re my hero!
Reply

Nik says:
November 19, 2020 at 9:45 am

Unfortunately too many people believe in the COVID-19 scam and will unwittingly roll up their
sleeves for the life altering, Dna changing poison they want to inject into you.
There’s a reason they so desperately want to vaccinate everyone and it’s not in your best interests of health.
We must resist at all costs. Once this poison is given to you, you would be better off dead. Beware and keep
warning others.
Reply

JackR says:
November 25, 2020 at 10:56 am

“cyberwar” aka spamming twitter with fake pro vaccine comments.
Reply

Patricat says:
November 25, 2020 at 3:52 pm

Really underlines how overtly desperate they are to get this jab into everyone. It is revealing that
there is something very nefarious is in these vaccines. There is no rational explanation for this kind of hysterical
response by governments about a “nothingburger” fake pandemic. Therefore, it indicates ulterior motives, and
ulterior motives are always nefarious. Do not take it.
Reply

Ed says:
November 25, 2020 at 5:03 pm

There is no independent media, the government controls all media.
Reply



Jay says:
November 25, 2020 at 5:24 pm

blob:null/89382bd4-b104-4ba9-917c-f314af0637b6
Yes doctor. I’m up to date on my vaccines.
Reply

Michael says:
November 25, 2020 at 10:50 pm

fantastic piece, time to organize. perhaps only a few short months left. stay safe (and not because of
propaganda-vid)
Reply

Sandra says:
November 25, 2020 at 11:33 pm

Thank you Whitney for a comprehensive article. It confirms to me that the “Intelligence Agencies”
are as dumb as dish water.
Reply

Galahad says:
November 29, 2020 at 6:08 am

It’s a big mistake to underestimate your enemies.
Why would the intelligence agencies do this? The idea that it is to protect the people from disease is just too
daft to laugh at. No – that’s just a plausible explanation that will be good enough for more people.
Compulsory vaccination is the plan and anyone who’s looked into vaccine safety and efficacy knows that this
has nothing to do with protecting us. The best we can hope for is that it’s just monitor our every move. Nice.
More sinister theories are that it could lead to our genocide.
Anti-vaxxers are a major threat to whatever they have planned for us
Reply

Charles Casaburi says:
November 26, 2020 at 5:00 pm

You would think that with the Chicoms installing a paid lackey in the White House they would have
more important things to worry about than messaging public opinion. They gave a dreadful record of predicting
future threats. I do better just reading internet websites.
Reply

EviraH says:
November 30, 2020 at 7:28 pm

You are amazing, W.W.
Reply

http://goji.network/


Kim says:
December 3, 2020 at 6:28 pm

I’m always so disappointed whenever I see ‘FBI designates QAnon as domestic terrorist’ story
being referred to. The document is clearly fake (unless Snopes, Wikipedia & Facebook statuses are legitimate
FBI sources), so any media/research that refers to it either can’t be trusted or isn’t very competent.
Reply

Daily Con says:
December 6, 2020 at 3:47 am

Thanks for this highly detailed and very informative expose on the ongoing cyber war.
Judging by what I have been encountering on line on various sites and forums the truth is completely under
siege.
With gratitude,
Daily Con
Reply

Youri says:
December 6, 2020 at 11:59 pm

superb work! pity more left leaning media also isn’t pushing back against how covid is being used
to further push through the shock doctrine and not raising the red flag of these dodgy Big Pharma companies and
I believe covid is very real but I’m highly concerned about these dodgy medical solutions and very troubling
when people raise this or protest they are treated with this umbrella term “anti-vaxxers”. well welcome to the
Brave New world I guess…
Reply

Barney says:
January 1, 2021 at 9:45 am

OPERATION LOCKSTEP FROM THE ROCKEFELLER PLAYBOOK: The Plandemic:
I can tell you who the puppet master really are and what they do. See the link below this
post:tinyurl.com/matrixofgog
“1st Phase: Common/cold/Flu. Mild symptoms at most. Media endorsement of mass paranoia and fear. Flawed
testing system utilized, which picks up any genetic material in the body and triggers a positive result. Inflation of
Covid case numbers, through changing of death certificates, double-counting, and classifying all deaths
including other diseases and natural causes as Covid19. Lockdown will condition us to life under Draconian
laws, prevent protests and identify public resistance.
2nd Phase: The 1st Phase will lead to compromised and frail immune system through lack of food, social
distancing, wearing of masks, and lack of contact with sunlight and healthy bacteria. Exposure to 5G radiation
will further attack the immune system. Thus, when people re-emerge into society, more people will fall ill. This
will be blamed on Covid19. This will all occur before the vaccination is ready to justify it. A longer and more
potent lockdown will follow until everyone takes the vaccine.
3rd Phase: If majority of people resist the vaccine, a weaponized SARS/HIV/MERS virus will be released. A lot
of people will die from this. It will be survival of the fittest. It will also be the ultimate push for everyone to be
vaccinated, in order to return to normality. Those who have taken the vaccine will be at war with those who have
not. It will be anarchy from all sides.”

http://12160.info/profile/DailyCon
https://www.youtube.com/user/Yourismouter/videos?view_as=subscriber


“Covid-19means the ‘certificate of identification of vaccination with artificial intelligence’ and ’19’ was the year
in which it was created.”

ALL of what we are witnessing today was planned long ago by the horde of imposters led by GOG who began
their march against humanity in 1917 when they entered into both Russia and Palestine. See my blog at:
tinyurl.com/matrixofgog
Reply

Ernesto Che says:
March 28, 2021 at 3:30 pm

Whitney, as just about all the rest of your reports, this one is amazing and extremely informative. I
am impressed and hope you can/will continue, although it seems that the U.S. national security state might make
it more difficult.

There is 1 point in the article above I wish to point out: in the last paragraph you refer to Pfizer’s vaccine. It is
NOT a vaccine, it is a gene therapy. he American Society of Gene + Cell Therapy (ASGCT) announced
“COVID-19 Vaccine Candidates Show Gene Therapy Is a Viable Strategy,” noting that:
“Two COVID-19 vaccine trials, both of which use messenger RNA (or mRNA) technology to teach the body to
fight the virus, have reported efficacy over 90%. These findings, announced by Moderna on Nov. 16 and by
Pfizer and its partner BioNTech on Nov. 9 demonstrate that gene therapy is a viable strategy for developing
vaccines to combat COVID-19.”

Moderna describes its product not as a vaccine, but as “gene therapy technology” in SEC filings. This is because
neither Moderna nor Pfizer make any claims about their products creating immunity or preventing transmission.
Additionally, Moderna’s SEC filings specifically state that “Currently, mRNA is considered a gene therapy
product by the FDA”.
Reply

sgt_doom says:
October 18, 2021 at 3:21 pm

Yet another fantastic achievement in ace journalism by ace reporter, Ms. Webb!!!
From Ms. Webb’s superlative reportage I have learned that 20 to 30 people in senior management positions at
the WHO are Bill Gates’ people — their salaries paid by the Gates Foundation and Gates Foundation—funded
NGOs and foundations! (Secondments) Knew that the WHO’s #1 private donor was Gates —- but THAT was an
eye opener!!!

And how many others at the World Bank are paid by Gates besides Dr. Melanie Walker?!?!?!

So now we have to worry about Primer, InfraGard, DFRLab, Jigsaw, Hawk Analytics, Palantir, FirstNet . . . .
No wonder the CIA and NSA were unaware of the CCP’s globe-girdling hypersonic missiles . . .
Rock on, Ms. Webb!!!
Reply


